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DNAMimivirus was investigated by atomic force microscopy in its native state following serial degradation by
lysozyme and bromelain. The 750-nm diameter virus is coated with a forest of glycosylated protein ﬁbers of
lengths about 140 nm with diameters 1.4 nm. Fibers are capped with distinctive ellipsoidal protein heads of
estimated Mr=25 kDa. The surface ﬁbers are attached to the particle through a layer of protein covering the
capsid, which is in turn composed of the major capsid protein (MCP). The latter is organized as an open
network of hexagonal rings with central depressions separated by 14 nm. The virion exhibits an elaborate
apparatus at a unique vertex, visible as a star shaped depression on native particles, but on deﬁbered virions
as ﬁve arms of 50 nm width and 250 nm length rising above the capsid by 20 nm. The apparatus is integrated
into the capsid and not applied atop the icosahedral lattice.
Prior to DNA release, the arms of the star disengage from the virion and it opens by folding back ﬁve adjacent
triangular faces. A membrane sac containing the DNA emerges from the capsid in preparation for fusion with
a membrane of the host cell. Also observed from disrupted virions were masses of distinctive ﬁbers of
diameter about 1 nm, and having a 7-nm periodicity. These are probably contained within the capsid along
with the DNA bearing sac. The ﬁbers were occasionally observed associated with toroidal protein clusters
interpreted as processive enzymes modifying the ﬁbers.ogy & Biochemistry, University
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Mimivirus (Acanthamoeba polyphaga mimivirus) warrants special
attention owing to its size, complexity, and its evolutionary
ambiguity. It is the largest virus known, having a diameter of 700 to
750 nm based on electron microscopy (Xiao et al., 2005; 2009;
Zauberman et al., 2008) and a genome size of 1.2 million base pairs
(Raoult et al., 2004), nearly twice that of any other known virus. Its
linear, double-stranded DNA codes for 911 genes, and among these
are many that are not expressed by any other virus, but only by living
cells. The products include, for example tRNA synthetases, and
enzymes for amino acid, carbohydrate, and lipidmetabolism (Claverie
et al., 2006; Raoult and Forterre, 2008).
Although there is some evidence that mimivirus can be associated
with human pneumonia (Raoult et al., 2004; 2007), it is the focus of
particular interest because its genomic, metabolic, and structuralintricacy suggest that it might provide an evolutionary bridge between
viruses and living cells (Benson et al., 2004; Claverie et al., 2006; Raoult
and Forterre, 2008; Suzan-Monti et al., 2006). The virions contain
membrane structures and complicated assemblies having specialized
functions as in simple cells (Claverie et al., 2009; Forterre, 2006;Moreira
and Lopez-Garcia, 2009).
The virus enters a host cell, an amoeba, by mimicry of a bacterial
cell surface (Claverie et al., 2006; Raoult et al., 2004; Xiao et al., 2009).
It is phagocytosed, its DNA delivered to the host cell, and there it is
replicated and packaged inside an icosahedral capsid (Xiao et al.,
2009). At a later stage, a forest of long, glycosylated ﬁbers are added to
the immature virion (Suzan-Monti et al., 2007). About 8 h following
infection, the virus inside the cell reaches a critical mass, and the host
cell bursts to release the daughter virions (Suzan-Monti et al., 2006).
Mimivirus appears most closely related structurally to large algal
viruses such as PBCV-1 and other irridoviruses (Lyer et al., 2001; Van
Etten et al., 1991; Yamada et al., 2006) though it possesses additional
featuresnot present in thoseviruses. Two recent studiesbyZaubermanet
al. (2008) and Xiao et al. (2009) have added much detail to the current
model of the structure of Mimivirus. The former investigationwas based
on cryoelectron transmission microscopy and electron tomography, and
the later based on cryoelectron microscopy reconstruction, atomic force
Fig. 1. In (a) is a low magniﬁcation AFM image of mimivirus that remain attached to a
large fragment of membrane, presumably from the host amoeba. In (b) is a higher
magniﬁcation image of virus clinging to membrane fragments. Extensive treatment
with lysozyme and bromelain degraded virtually all mimivirus particles to capsids. In
(c) in the center of the ﬁeld (large arrow), however, is a full-sized, completely intact
virus particle that, unlike its cohort, was enzyme resistant. In (d) is a higher
magniﬁcation image of the same particle showing it to be typical of native mimivirus
coated with surface ﬁbers. Note in (c) the short rods scattered about in the background
(small arrows). These have dimensions the same as the arms of the stargates,
presumably lost intact when the stargates open.
128 Y.G. Kuznetsov et al. / Virology 404 (2010) 127–137microscopy (AFM), with some contribution from X-ray crystallography.
While it is not reasonable to review all of the ﬁndings, some results are
pertinent to the analysis presented here, which is based exclusively on
AFM.
The work of Xiao (Xiao et al., 2009) revealed details of the
icosahedral capsid, which consists of 20 large triangular plates joined
at their edges to produce the required 12 ﬁvefold vertices. The capsid
surface is composed of trimeric major capsid proteins (MCP), each
subunit of which consists of two jelly roll beta barrels, arranged in a
very open hexagonal lattice, with the appearance of a honeycomb. The
center-to-center distance of the capsomeres is 14 nm. Because there is
some ambiguity as to what lies exactly on the ﬁvefold vertex, there is
an uncertainty in the triangulation number T, which could have any
one of nine possibilities lying between 972 and 1200.
The ﬁbers that coat particles are reported to have lengths of about
125 nm and are probably anchored to the MCPs or perhaps to an
integument layer of protein disposed immediately above the capsid.
The most striking and unique feature of mimivirus is a prominent ﬁve
armed, star-shaped apparatus that occupies one vertex of every virus.
While somewhat obscured on the intact virus, it is prominently
displayed on particles which lack the coating of ﬁbers. As Zauberman
et al. (2008) have shown, this star shaped assembly, which they
termed a “stargate,” opens up, once the virus is inside the host cell, to
produce a wide opening. The DNA of the virus, which is enclosed
inside a membrane sac, then emerges from the interior, fuses with a
cellular membrane, and delivers its nucleic acid contents to the cell.
Another remarkable feature suggested by Zauberman et al. (2008), is
that the DNA does not enter the capsid through the stargate, but
through a separate portal, and by a completely different mechanism,
in the center of a distal icosahedral face, i.e., at a threefold axis.
From the images recorded in our AFM investigation of mimivirus,
we have visualized additional features of the ﬁbers that cover the
particles, the structure of the capsid, themembrane sac containing the
DNA, and the DNA itself. We also describe the presence of a large
quantity of unusual, long ﬁbers having a distinctive 7 nm repeat that
appear often upon disruption of viral capsids. From these observa-
tions, and those of earlier investigators, we have extended the
structural model for mimivirus and have added new details.Results
The strategy we pursued in dissecting mimivirus, seen attached to
host cell membrane in Figs. 1a and b, was essentially the same as was
employed in the dissection of vaccinia virus (Kuznetsov et al., 2008), a
combination of chemical, enzymatic, and physical procedures
designed to strip away successive layers of structure to reveal the
one below. Of particular importance in this regard was the treatment
of mimivirus with lysozyme followed by exposure to bromelain, and,
in some cases, further exposure to proteinase K (Xiao et al., 2009). The
virus is completely coated with a dense layer of protein ﬁbers that are
extensively glycosylated. The oligosaccharides, among other things,
probably protect the protein ﬁbers from proteolytic attack. Once the
oligosaccharide linkages are degraded, at least in part, then the
protein ﬁbers are rendered susceptible to detachment by proteases.
Serial treatment with the two enzymes proved essential to the
exposure, for AFM analysis, of the capsid and its contents.
Upon treatment of native mimivirus with enzymes, virtually all
particles were degraded to naked capsids. About 5% of the particles,
however, were resistant to the enzymes and remained unscathed. One
such virion is seen in Fig. 1c among a deﬁbered cohort and in Fig. 1d at
higher magniﬁcation. It remained coated with surface ﬁbers, and
exhibits a native diameter of 750 nm. Below we describe the internal
organization of such a particle, as recorded by AFM, as successive
layers of structure were removed, proceeding toward the interior of
the capsid, and to the genomic DNA inside.The surface ﬁbers and protein head groups
When native particles were treated with lysozyme and bromelain,
most ﬁbers were simply shorn from the underlying surface and were
no longer attached at the interior end to their capsid anchors.
Deﬁbered virus particles and vast quantities of individual ﬁbers
appeared on the AFM substrate. The attachment site to the capsid
appears most susceptible to cleavage, as ﬁbers generally seem to be of
common length, and full length. Short ﬁbers and free protein head
groups were less commonly observed.
Fig. 2a through d present AFM images of ﬁbers detached from the
virus, though in a few cases still attached to anchoring polypeptide.
Although individual ﬁbers are generally seen apart from neighbors, it
is not uncommon to see them emerge in clusters or tufts from bits and
pieces of the underlying basal protein that anchors the ﬁbers, like
hairs from a scalp. Examples are seen in Fig. 2e and f. It appears that
one anchor protein or one capsomere may be able to support the
attachment of multiple surface ﬁbers. This is suggested both by direct
observation of the clusters, and the fact that the surface ﬁbers appear
to be present in more copies than is the anchor (see below).
InAFM images of surfaceﬁbers that are free of anchoring protein and
isolated on the substrate, as are those in Fig. 2a through d, the shafts of
the ﬁbers range in length from about 60 nm in a few cases up to about
140 nm for most. These ﬁbers were produced, however, by treatment
with lysozyme and bromelain, thus the ﬁbers shorter than the
maximum length are likely a consequence of proteolytic cleavage of
the shafts. Heads are largely present on most of the surface ﬁbers,
however, indicating that attachment of the head protein is more
Fig. 2. In (a) is a mass of surface ﬁbers, most still attached to their head groups, shed by mimivirus following treatment with lysozyme and bromelain. A cluster of ﬁbers still attached
to anchoring polypeptide at their proximal ends is also seen. In (b) the surface ﬁbers are seen at higher magniﬁcation. The ﬁbers are distinctive due to their more or less uniform
lengths and the ellipsoidal protein heads. In (c) are two individual ﬁbers, one of which is surrounded by a penumbra of some other material, and the shadows are even more
prominent in other images, such as (d) where the coatings are quite pronounced. Presumably these are oligosaccharides that coat the shafts of the ﬁbers. Surface ﬁbers seen in
(a) through (d) were completely detached from the particles by enzyme treatment. In (e) and (f) are ﬁber “crabs” where the surface ﬁbers remain attached to clusters of the
anchoring polypeptides or proteins that ﬁx them in turn to the capsomeres. The cluster in (e) is large, but that in (f), markedwith an arrow, probably represents only a fewmolecules
of the anchoring protein.
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underlying anchor polypeptide. The ﬁbers appear structurally sound
even with the persistence of proteolytic enzymes that might otherwise
degrade them.
In those cases where we observed clusters of ﬁbers still attached to
underlying protein, as they are in Fig. 2e and f, the lengths of the surface
ﬁbers are uniform at about 130 to 140 nm with a diameter of about
1.4 nm. The absence of any appreciable variation in length suggests that
the surface ﬁber shafts are either precisely “cut tomeasure” from longer
precursor ﬁbers, or that they are assembled from small precursors until
the linear aggregate reaches some predetermined length.
It is known from other studies (Suzan-Monti et al., 2007;
Zauberman et al., 2008) that the ﬁbers are fabricated independent
of the virus particles and attached later to “immature” particles. The
“immature” particles, as we show below, have a layer of ﬁber
anchoring polypeptide over their capsids. Thus the surface ﬁbers do
not grow from the surface of an immature particle like hairs from a
scalp, nor are they ﬁrst attached to an anchor protein and then the
coiffed protein attached to the capsid.
In Fig. 2c two isolated ﬁbers are seen displayed on the substrate, and
they are reasonably representative of all of the ﬁbers. One ﬁber is
surrounded along its length by a shadow of material which rises only
abouthalf a nanometer above the substrate that is likely to be covalently
attached oligosaccharide branching from theﬁber shaft. The variation in
the quantity associated with individual ﬁbers is probably a function of
their exposure to lysozyme, or due to differing extents of glycosylation
by enzymes when the ﬁbers are assembled. The coating of oligosaccha-
ride is dense and likely explains thebacterial cell surfacemimicry aswell
as the resistance of the ﬁbers to degradation by proteases alone. It has
been suggested that the ﬁbers might be composed of collagen (Raoult
et al., 2004; Xiao et al., 2005), but the absence of the appropriateperiodicity and our ﬁnding that the ﬁbers cannot be degraded by
collagenase weighs against that proposal.
From 50 measurements of the heights of the distinctive protein
heads that crown each of the surface ﬁbers, and allowing for about
20% shrinkage due to dehydration, we estimate that the ellipsoidal
shapes have minor axes a and b of about 3.5 nm and a major c axis of
about 5 nm. The volume of an ellipsoid with those dimensions would
be 4π/3×(a×b×c)=28,870 A3. Comparison of this volume to that
found for most proteins (McPherson, 1999) suggests a molecular
weight of approximately 25 kDa. The head groups are likely
responsible for the attachment of the virus to the surface of the
amoeba. The protein heads occasionally detach from the tips of the
ﬁbers and can be seen on the substrate in the neighborhoods of ﬁbers.
Surface ﬁber anchor layer
Between the base of a surface ﬁber and the MCP is a layer of
material that connects the ﬁbers to the capsid lattice. In Fig. 3a and b
are AFM images of viral particles that have been incompletely
degraded by lysozyme and bromelain. Some areas of the capsid lattice
are exposed, but other areas still have anchoring material attached to
the icosahedral shell, and often this continues to project surface ﬁbers.
The ﬁbers can be resolved in these AFM scans because they lie against
the capsid surface and assume stable orientations, and they are ﬁxed
there by exposure to glutaraldehyde. The AFM images do not indicate
any additional lipidmembrane or protein layer between the ﬁbers and
the icosahedral shell.
As illustrated by Fig. 3c in imaging native virus we occasionally
encountered particles that completely lacked any ﬁbers, while
surrounded by particles that were covered by ﬁbers. Presumably,
these are immature virions, as it is known that preparations of virus
Fig. 3. In (a) and (b) are AFM images of mimivirus particles incompletely degraded with
lysozyme and bromelain. Residual ﬁbers are still connected to the icosahedral capsid,
whose lattice is seen in patches in the background along with fragments of the
anchoring protein (arrows). Among a population of native, untreated mimivirus, we
occasionally observe small particles lacking any surface ﬁbers as in (c) where it is
marked with an arrow. Presumably these are immature particles on which the vertices
of the icosahedron are obscured, but recognizable. In (d), the ﬁberless particle is seen at
higher magniﬁcation. The capsid lattice is not evident, but the coating of ﬁber anchoring
protein, some discrete units of which are marked with arrows, serves to connect the
bases of the ﬁber shafts to the capsid protein (MCP) below.
Fig. 4.Whenmimivirus has been exhaustively degraded with lysozyme, bromelain, and
proteinase K, the protein lattice of the icosahedral shell becomes completely exposed.
In (a), (b) and (c) are areas of the lattice. The distance between centers of the holes in
the honeycomb network is 14 nm. There are numerous defects and scars on the capsids
as a consequence of proteolysis. In (d) is a Fourier ﬁltered image of the lattice seen in
(c). In some areas, individual capsid proteins can be seen forming the hexameric rings.
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surface ﬁbers are added to immature particles at a later stage (Suzan-
Monti et al., 2007; Zauberman et al., 2008). The experimental value of
these particles is that they allowed us to visualize the surface of the
icosahedral capsid without being obscured by the ﬁbers. In Fig. 3d, the
layer of anchor material is seen as a more or less regular, closely
packed array of protein units exhibiting similar sizes, suggesting that
they are likely to have a common structure. The proteins protrude
above the capsid surface by about 3 to 4 nm.
Although the layer of anchoring protein lacks the geometrical
order of the underlying capsid network, at least in our AFM images,
when discreet proteins are observed on the capsid surface, they
appear to reside in the depressions of the capsid mesh. Thus whatever
occupies the hexagonal indentations likely corresponds to the ﬁber
anchors. There are about 3000 such depressions on the surface of the
capsid, and we would expect there to be about the same number of
ﬁber anchors. Unfortunately, we can make no good estimate of the
density of surface ﬁbers on a particle, thus we cannot determine the
average number of surface ﬁbers bound per depression. All we can say
is that every anchor appears to provide multiple ﬁber binding sites.
The anchor protein may be an independent gene product layered
atop the lattice of MCP, as some AFM images suggest. Alternately, the
anchor protein layer may be composed of large, extended polypeptide
loops of theMCP that protrude above the surface of the capsid. Indeed,
the MCP has a “double jelly roll” structure with large external
insertions between strands D and E (Xiao et al., 2009). If the loops
were inclined toward the centers of the depressions in the lattice and
coalesced there, then the appearance of such an aggregate would be
equally consistent with the AFM images, such as that in Fig. 3d. Thispossibility is attractive because it could explain the multivalent ﬁber
binding capacity of the anchor sites, and the high susceptibility of the
anchor–ﬁber linkage to proteolysis.The icosahedral capsid
The capsid of mimivirus, by virtue of its icosahedral symmetry
(pseudo icosahedral if the “stargate” is considered), has been most
amenable to visualization and analysis by cryo electron microscopy.
Indeed its detailed architecture has recently been described, and even
the arrangement of its major capsid protein on the icosahedral faces
speciﬁed (Xiao et al., 2005, 2009; Zauberman et al., 2008). An advantage
of AFM, however, is that it permits examination of individual particles
and their singular features, including their defects. This has beendone in
the past on a variety of icosahedrally symmetric viruses that include
BMV (Lucas et al., 2001), Mason–Pﬁzer monkey virus (Kuznetsov et al.,
2007), Ty3 retrotransposon (Kuznetsov et al., 2005b) and the algal virus
PBCV-1 (Kuznetsov et al., 2005a) for examples.
In the case of mimivirus, the open network of MCP, seen in Fig. 4,
and having the honeycomb appearance of alternating hexagonal rings
and depressions, became evident once external ﬁbers were removed.
The depressions in the network were accounted for by the absence of
capsid proteins at these locations (Xiao et al., 2009).
In somehighmagniﬁcation images, such as those in Fig. 4a through c,
and in Fourier ﬁltered AFM images, as in Fig. 4d, the capsid network can
be resolved into individual protein units arranged hexagonally around
the perimeters of the depressions. Although the pattern is consistent
with p3 plane group symmetry, if the depression contained an MCP,
then the pattern would have p6 symmetry as expected (Xiao et al.,
2009). We examined many images in an attempt to resolve with
certaintywhat lay exactly onﬁve-fold vertices, butwere unable to do so.
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Perhaps the most striking and unique feature of mimivirus is a
star-shaped area that occupies a ﬁvefold vertex of each virion. As
shown by Zauberman et al. (2008), the star shaped apparatus, which
they appropriately named a “stargate,” plays an important role in the
delivery of genomic DNA. The “stargate” is in some ways functionally
homologous to the tails of many bacteriophages as both are required
for genome delivery. However there are important differences arising
from the large genome size of the mimivirus and the mechanism of
nucleic acid delivery.
The stargate apparatus, as illustrated by the AFM images in Fig. 5, is
the most prominent feature on both intact particles and naked capsids.
Each virion has one ﬁvefold vertex committed to the stargate, and only
one. Consistent with the observation of Zauberman et al. (2008) the
apparatus is not coatedwith a layer of anchoring protein and, therefore,
is not coated with ﬁbers. As a consequence, the star lies substantially
below the level of the ﬁber heads and is readily visualized by AFM as a
star-shaped depression on the surfaces of intact particles.
On particles degraded by protease, additional details of the
structure of the star apparatus emerge. The ﬁve arms of the star are
about 50 nm in width as measured on fully hydrated particles. The
arms extend almost to the next nearest vertices, as shown in Fig. 5f,
but do not quite reach a vertex itself. The tips of the arms are
somewhat rounded where they approach a vertex. Their length is
about 250 nm. The arms protrude above the surface of the capsid by
approximately 20 nm. They do not lie atop the capsid surface, that is,
there is no capsid protein network beneath the arms. The arms are
integrated into the capsid network. There is structural continuity
between the arms and the surrounding icosahedral network of MCP.
Nevertheless, when cracks appear along the edges of the arms andFig. 5. In (a) and (b) are native mimivirus covered over almost their entire area by surface
where the surface beneath is uncovered by the ﬁbers. If the ﬁbers and the underlying ancho
seen in (c), termed a “stargate” is revealed. The particle in (c) has not been completely degrad
capsid. The arms of the stargate are coincident with icosahedral edges and are embedded i
magniﬁcation AFM images of the stargates showing their rise above the capsid surface, who
protein, or polypeptide clusters (marked with arrows) remain and can be seen on the surface
variegated border where it joins the capsid lattice. In (f) is an arm of a star that terminatesthey begin to pull free of the surface, the cracks are always between
the arm protein and the MCP array, indicating the junction of the two
assemblies to be the line of least structural strength. In fully hydrated
species, the arms appear to be monolithic for the most part.
We examined the centers of numerous stars to determine whether
there was evidence of a hole, or if a plug existed at the center. We
found both. In some cases there was the initiation of an opening, and
in other cases the center was ﬁrmly blocked by a protein mass. The
arms, in our AFM images, appeared as almost unitary entities, in that
we saw comparatively little substructure on their surfaces. This was
not due to poor resolution of the AFM images themselves, as often, the
icosahedral network of the MCP was clearly resolved on either side of
the star arms (Fig. 5c through f). This suggested to us that the arms
might be composed of long ﬁbers running their lengths. Nevertheless,
we also observed that some stars on air dried samples had fractured
arms with relatively well-deﬁned transverse breaks. This would be
unlikely if bundles or cables of ﬁbers ran lengthwise.
It is noteworthy that while the ﬁber attachment site may be partly
degraded by exposure to proteases, the arms of the stargate, which are
completely unprotected by glycosylated ﬁbers, seem to suffer no
visible damage. Thus, whatever their composition, the stargate is
surprisingly resistant to attack by cysteine and serine proteases.
The intact virus appears to shed the star assemblies prior to release
of DNA. This is accomplished not by losing the star assembly as an
integral unit, or by dissolution of the stars, but by casting off individual,
intact arms of the star. In fact, free star arms can sometimes be found
on the AFM substrate among native particles. Some of these were seen
in Fig. 1c for example. Such amechanism is also supported by images of
particles in which the stargate has opened.
With the exception of the vertex exhibiting the star shaped
apparatus, none of the other ﬁvefold vertexes exhibit any prominentﬁbers. At one vertex on each particle, however, is a distinctive star shaped depression
ring material is degraded by lysozyme and bromelain, then the star-shaped apparatus
ed and portions of what may be the anchoring protein are still seen on the surface of the
n the capsid protein matrix. They are not coated with ﬁbers. In (d) and (e) are higher
se distinctive lattice is clearly evident over the remainder of the particles. Some anchor
just beneath the star in (e). The star appears to have a spine along its length and a more
just before reaching a neighboring ﬁvefold vertex.
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virus PBCV-1 (Kuznetsov et al., 2005a). In that virus, each vertex was
marked by an aggregate of proteins that were distinctly different than
the major capsid protein. In addition, there was at the center, lying
exactly on the ﬁvefold axis, a single, unique protein. This also was not
seen in mimivirus.
Stargate opening and emergence of the DNA
One of the most striking electron micrographic images presented
by Zauberman et al. (2008) was their Fig. 5b, that of a particle with the
stargate open and ﬁve triangular faces folded out to reveal the
membrane sac containing the DNA about to emerge. We recorded
comparable images using AFM of stargates open, and in the process of
opening. In Fig. 6a and b intact (not enzymatically treated) virus are
shown at moderate and high magniﬁcation as the stargate begins to
open. In Fig. 6a there are even intimations of themembrane sac behind
theﬁve triangular faces thatmakeup the apparatus. The opening of the
stargate can be seen in greater detail when enzymatically treated
particles, including naked capsids begin to open as in Fig. 6c and d. In
these images it is evident that the arms of the star have been lost
entirely leaving behind an irregular ridge of material where the arms
were joined to the capsid.
AFM images in Fig. 7 illustrate the consequence of the full opening
of the stargate, that is,when theﬁve triangular faces of the icosahedron
that support the stargate have fully folded back. The interior sac,which
is of lipid bilayer construction, derived presumably from a membrane
of the previous host cell, and that contains the viral DNA, emerges from
the capsid. In Fig. 7a and b are AFM scans of the capsid and the sac. The
resolution of the images is conﬁrmed by the capsid lattice where the
honeycomb arrangement of capsomeres persists. It is clear from theseFig. 6. In (a) and at higher magniﬁcation in (b) the stargate on a native undegraded
mimivirus, now a ﬁve jawed aperture, is observed as it opens in preparation for release
of the DNA. In (c) and (d) the opening of the jaws is more readily visualized on
degraded particles where the naked capsid can be seen to draw back the ﬁve triangular
faces of the icosahedron. As is evident here, the arms of the stars do not remain with the
capsid but disengage entirely from the particles and are lost. Arms produced by this
chain of events can be seen in the background in Fig. 1.images that delivery of the nucleic acid is totally different than for
tailed phages where the DNA passes through a tube, or even for other
large viruses such as PBCV-1 that lack such a stargate apparatus. This
event, captured in Fig. 7, is clearly not unique, as there are empty
capsids above and below it in Fig. 7a and other particles in Fig. 7c and d
that have already lost their membrane sacs. The ultimate diameter of
the aperture created for the emergence of the DNA containing sac
appears to be signiﬁcantly greater than the diameter of the sac itself.
We estimate it to be 400 nm or more across.
The diameter of the DNA sac, estimated from measurement on the
AFM images, is about 340 nm, which would imply a spherical volume
of approximately 2.1×107 nm3. The amount of DNA contained in the
sac is about 1.2×106 bp (Raoult et al., 2004), which gives a packing
density of 0.06 nm3/bp. This is almost the same as the packing density
we estimated for the nucleic acid in the sac containing the DNA in
vaccinia virus (Kuznetsov et al., 2008). It is more than ten times less
than the packing density of DNA in the heads of bacteriophages
lambda (Kindt et al., 2001) and P22 (Casjens and Weigele, 2005). The
DNA in those two bacteriophages is known not to be associated with
protein but to be packed with a density comparable to that observed
in crystals of DNA (Casjens, 1997). Thus it may be concluded that the
density of DNA in themimivirus sac is relatively low and allows ample
space for the accommodation of bound protein, as in vaccinia virus
(Kuznetsov et al., 2008). This is consistent with AFM images that show
the mimivirus DNA, within the capsid, to be extensively associated
with large numbers of protein molecules (see below).
As noted above, the volume of the mimivirus sac containing its
DNA is about 2.1×107 nm3. The interior volume of an icosahedron is
2.18×L3, where L is the edge length of the polygon. If we assume an
edge length for the icosahedral capsid of 250 nm, which is in
agreement with measurements from both EM and AFM, then the
interior volume is approximately 3.4×107 nm3. This implies that only
about 65% of the interior volume of the icosahedral capsid is occupied
by the DNA, its associated proteins, and the membrane sac in which
they are contained. This further implies that there is a substantial
space between the membrane sac and the interior walls of the
icosahedral capsid. It is consistent, as well, with results from electron
microscopy studies that show there to be a gap of from 30 nm to
50 nm between themembrane sac and the inside surface of the capsid
(Xiao et al., 2009). Presumably, this extra interior space is ﬁlled with
additional material, either produced exclusively by the virus to ﬁll this
space, or simply acquired by scooping up local material from the viral
production site in the host amoeba (Suzan-Monti et al., 2007).
Empty capsids, like those in Fig. 7c and d, expose the insides of the
triangular faces of the shells to the AFM tip, and thereby allow scanning
of the inside surface of the capsid. As seen in Fig. 7e and f, the interior
capsid surface is distinctly different than the outer surface of the capsid,
which displays the highly geometric, icosahedral arrangement of MCP.
The internal surface of the capsid appears to be coatedwith either a near
continuous layer of proteins, or a lipid membrane with associated
proteinmolecules. Indeed, a second lipidmembranehas been suggested
to exist between the sac containing the DNA and the inside capsid
surface (Zauberman et al., 2008). In either case, this surface exhibits no
regular, geometric pattern as is seen on the exterior.
The viral DNA
In spite of numerous attempts using chemical, physical, and
enzymatic approaches, and in spite of the fact that some virus did so
spontaneously, we could ﬁnd only one means of inducing virus or
degraded particles to release their DNA. Though lacking in elegance,
the one sure way was mechanical pressure obtained by pressing
particles between two sheets of atomically smooth, cleavedmica. DNA
was produced in thisway fromsomevirions, as illustrated by Fig. 8, but
many deﬁbered particles in our samples apparently did not contain
DNA at all. Possibly they had lost the nucleic acid as a consequence of
Fig. 7. The AFM image in (a) records a mimivirus capsid expelling the membrane sac containing genomic DNA. In (b) is a higher magniﬁcation image of the sac, presumably of lipid
bilayer construction, which shows few surface features. The clarity of the icosahedral lattice on the capsid attests, however, to the resolution of the image. Ghosts or capsids that have
expelled their DNA containing sacs are also occasionally seen in samples. In (c) and (d) are images that further show how the ﬁve triangular faces fold back completely upon
emission. These ghosts are additionally useful because they expose the interior surface of the capsids to AFM visualization. In (e) a ghost capsid, having expelled its DNA, has its jaws
wide open at the stargate, thereby exposing the inside surface of a “cheek”. In (f) is an AFM scan of the inside surface. The interior surface is unlike the outer surface with its regular
protein network. It is instead coated with what might be an irregular layer of protein or it may possibly be another lipid membrane.
Fig. 8. In (a), a mimivirus has been crushed between plates of cleavedmica and the DNA
has burst out of the particle and surrounds the viral remains on the substrate. In (b) is a
higher magniﬁcation image of some of the DNA strands. In (c) a virion has disgorged its
DNA through a single break in the particle onto the substrate. In (d) is a higher
magniﬁcation image of a tangle of the same DNA, showing it to be heavily associated
with protein molecules that exhibit a range of sizes.
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upon pressing and rupture of particles, only a few, broken virionswere
observed surrounded by released DNA. The second observation came
from particles that were dried on the substrate.While some retained a
spherical form upon drying and did contain nucleic acid, a large
number deﬂated and only collapsed shells remained.
In some instances, however, masses of recognizable DNA could be
clearly seen bursting from and spreading on the substrate around
broken particles. The DNA was always localized about damaged
particles and did not appear on the substrate otherwise, eliminating
the likelihood of DNA contamination by host DNA. The DNA and its
appearance was very similar to the DNA of other viruses that were
studied by AFM (Kuznetsov et al., 2005a). The DNA, when spread on the
substrate,wasnot twisted about its self or tightly bundled, but existedas
single stands with many turns and loops.
In some experiments, we were successful in forcing the DNA to
emerge from a single rupture in a particle, as in Fig. 8c and at higher
magniﬁcation in (d). The most striking feature of the DNA is that it is
highly associated with proteins of various sizes and shapes. Because of
the mechanism by which mimivirus delivers its DNA, these proteins
would be expected to enter the host cell along with the nucleic acid.
We also noted in an earlier investigation (Kuznetsov et al., 2008) that
the DNA of vaccinia virus was accompanied, upon its release, by a
substantial amount of proteins that varied in sizes, suggesting that a
variety of molecules having diverse functionalities were associated
with the nucleic acid. With the use of pressure to cause DNA release
we could not be certain if the DNA poured from the stargate aperture
or through some other portal or wound.
The 7 nm periodicity ﬁbers
On numerous occasions, throughout our investigation of mimi-
virus, and particularly following disruption of particles, we imaged
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observed such ﬁbers in studies of other viruses, but we cannot exclude
the possibility that they originated from the host amoeba. Thus,
presumably these are components of, or associated with mimivirus,
the production of virus, or a consequence of host cell infection by
mimivirus.
The ﬁbers are very distinctive, sometimes seen as single strands, as
in Fig. 9a, but more often organized into cables, bundles, or coils. The
ﬁbers,which have a diameter of about 0.9 to 1 nm, display a prominent
and easily recognized 7 nm periodicity of dark and light bands. In AFM
images dark implies height near the level of the substrate surfacewhile
light is an indicator of height above the substrate. Thus a helix, for
example, as it rises and falls in a regular manner appears as a periodic
sequence of light and dark bands like those exhibited by these ﬁbers.
The periodicity is not due to an AFM artifact, as it is independent of
scan direction, and it was observedwithmany different cantilevers and
on many different ﬁbers. The ﬁbers generally tend not to twist or coil
about one another, although they do in some cases form cables, but are
inclined to associate side by side. Ribbons of ﬁbers thus formed are
striking because the ﬁbers do not associate laterally in an arbitrary
manner, but in an ordered arrangement so that the 7 nm periodic dark
and light bands align between ﬁbers to create many stranded ribbons
with 7 nm transverse periodic bands. The ﬁbers and the ribbons they
form are quite ﬂexible and, as seen in Fig. 9d for example, canwind into
fairly tight coils. Although free ends are sometimes seen in AFM images,
most ﬁbers are either of indeterminate length, or at least hundreds of
nanometers long. The ﬁbers do not branch. With some exceptions (see
below) they do not appear to be associated with other proteins.
In some cases individual 7 nm period ﬁbers are intimately
associatedwith toroidal protein complexes (Fig. 9e and f). The toroidal
complexes engage the ﬁbers, with the ﬁbers passing through a rather
large, clearly resolved central hole. The assemblies may represent
processive enzyme complexes in the act of modifying the ﬁbers. AtFig. 9. Partially braided, open networks and coiled superstructures, like those shown in the
Their distinctive 7 nm light/dark periodicity along their lengths made them easily recogni
(c) are irregular networks of the ﬁbers and ribbons that commonly form. In (d) a not uncomm
associated with rather large toroidal protein assemblies which may be processive enzyme c
toroids.high magniﬁcation, the complexes can be resolved into aggregates of
many proteins of varying sizes, and presumably functions.
The 7-nmperiodﬁbers of about 1 nmdiameter are only infrequently
present on the AFM substrate prior to disruption of the virions, but
becomeconspicuous afterwards, hencewehave concluded that they are
contained within the virions. They are evidently not associated with
DNAor emptied from theDNA sac. The only logical place that they could
be contained, therefore, is in the space between the interior walls of the
icosahedral capsid and the membrane sac containing the DNA. Clearly
the ﬁbers cannot be manufactured there, nor are the toroidal protein
complexes active in that space. There is simply too little energy and
precursor resources available in that volume.Hencewepropose that the
7 nm period ﬁbers and their associated toroidal complexes are picked
up, acquired from the local milieu (Suzan-Monti et al., 2007) during
virion assembly in the previously infected host cell.
Discussion
Fig. 10 contains schematic drawings of a model for the structure of
mimivirus based on AFM results, though it is consistent with previous
studies using other techniques. To review,most exterior on the virions
are globular protein heads of the ﬁbers that ﬁrst encounter a host cell
and insure attachment to its surface. Beneath these are glycosylated
ﬁbers that provide a protective layer and are the probable basis for
bacterial cell wall mimicry. This dense layer of proteoglycan might
perhaps be considered as the beginnings of a primitive cell wall. The
base of the ﬁbers is attached to a layer of protein or polypeptide. The
surface ﬁbers are likely composed of protein and to be of helical
construction. Hence they would be polar, one end suitable for joining
to a protein head group, the other end designed to link with anchor
polypeptide.
The protein material anchoring the ﬁbers is distributed over the
surface of the capsid in a close packed and orderly manner, but withAFM image of (a) were often observed in close association with disrupted mimivirus.
zable. In (b) multiple ﬁbers associate laterally, and in register, to make ﬂat ribbons. In
on coil of ribbons and ﬁbers is recorded. Fibers of 7 nm period are occasionally observed
omplexes, as in (e). As is evident in (f), the ﬁbers pass through the center holes of the
Fig. 10. Schematic drawing of a model for mimivirus viewed in (a) perpendicular to the unique ﬁvefold axis of the particle and in (b) along that axis and into the stargate assembly. In
(a) the model is presented in cross section, and in (b) from exterior to interior clockwise as successive layers of structure are revealed. Most exterior (black) are the head proteins of
the surface ﬁbers that are attached to the ﬁber shafts (green). The shafts are attached to the anchor protein, or extended polypeptide loops of MCP (blue spheres) that covers the
capsid lattice (red spheres). Beneath the icosahedral capsid is an additional layer (gold) of apparently disorganized protein (or possibly a lipid membrane studded with a variety of
proteins). The space between the inner surface of the capsid and the lipid bilayer sac (green) contains the 7 nm ﬁbers of indeterminate length (orange). Inside the membrane is the
genomic DNA (black) with associated proteins (green). There are other proteins within the membrane sac that are not directly bound to the nucleic acid and these are in pink. In
(c) is a cut-away diagram of mimivirus showing the successive layers of structure using the same color scheme.
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is greater than the number of anchor sites, which implies that each
anchor is capable of binding multiple ﬁbers. An attractive explanation
for this observation, as well as for the honeycomb appearance of
degraded particles, is that the anchors are composed of extended,
proteolytically susceptible polypeptide loops emerging from the MCP
that come together in the lattice depressions. The fact that immature
particles, which are along the natural progression to a ﬁnished
particle, lack ﬁbers but have the anchor layer is consistent with this
hypothesis. The loops present multiple sites for attachment, and the
bases of the ﬁbers seek and utilize these sites.
Beneath the anchor layer is the capsid composed, in a geometrical
sense, of 20 large triangular plates assembled to exhibit icosahedral
symmetry (Xiao et al., 2009). The surface lattice is an open,
honeycomb arrangement of major capsid protein. Due to proteolysis,
cracks appear, principally along icosahedral edges, where strained
and probably less stable interactions occur. The edges represent the
mechanically weakest structural lines in the capsid, with the junctures
between the capsid network and the arms of the stargate excepted.
At a unique vertex of the capsid is the stargate, comprised of ﬁve
arms that extend from the singular vertex along icosahedral edges.
The arms disengage completely from particles and are cast off when
the stargate opens. The star assembly is not coated with ﬁbers. The
mass of the star apparatus does not lie upon the surface of the capsid,
but is enmeshed in the capsid matrix where it forms interactions at
seams between the star arms and the honeycomb array of capsid
protein. At the center of the star on some particles there appears to be
a nascent opening, while on others the center looks to be completely
occluded.
When the star opens up, the arms of the star disengage from the
particle and the ﬁve triangular faces of the capsid, which were in
contact with the arms of the star, fold outward. This implies that the
capsid shell and the interactions that maintain it possess a substantial
degree of plasticity and permit profound structural alterations to
occur. The mechanical properties of the capsid and the stargate
assembly are quite remarkable, and, as far as we know, unprecedent-
ed in viruses. The icosahedral edges were shown to have the
mechanical function and properties of hinges.
Once open, a membranous sac containing the DNA emerges from
the interior of the capsid. As proposed by Zauberman et al. (2008), in
vivo this is likely followed either by fusion of the membrane sac with
the host cell nuclear membrane and entry of the virus genome as a
single mass into the cell nucleus, or fusion with the lysozomal
membrane if delivery is to the host cell cytoplasm. The volume of thesac implies a rather loose DNA packing density comparable to what
was seen with vaccinia virus. There is space inside of the membrane
sac to accommodate a signiﬁcant amount of nucleic acid associated
protein as well as the DNA. Themembrane-bounded vessel containing
the genomic DNA and a complement of essential proteins has many of
the characteristics of a proto cell nucleus.
Opening of the stargate also permitted imaging of the inside of the
icosahedral capsid by AFM. The inside of the shell is probably coated
with yet another layer of protein units of more or less uniform size,
but not exhibiting geometric order, or at least discernable geometric
order. An alternative possibility is that this layer could be another lipid
membrane studded with proteins. A space exists in the capsid interior
between the membrane sac and the inside capsid surface amounting
to about 30% of the total volume of the capsid.
Spontaneously, or under mechanical stress, DNA was disgorged by
some particles. The DNAwas, for themost part, unexceptional and had
the same general appearance in AFM images as that obtained from
other double stranded DNA viruses we have studied (Kuznetsov et al.,
2008, 2005a; Kuznetsov and McPherson, 2006). Nucleic acid was not
the only class of molecules contained within the membrane sac at the
center of a particle. The DNA observed to be pouring out of ruptured
virus was associatedwithmany proteins having a range of sizes. These
are likely to be enzymes required in at least the early stages of
replication and possibly transcription as well (Renesto et al., 2006).
We examined AFM images from hundreds of mimivirus, both
intact, untreated virus and degraded particles where the icosahedral
capsid was exposed. We could not ﬁnd any indications on icosahedral
faces distal to the star apparatus of an alternative portal or structure
that might serve as an entry point for the viral DNA into the capsid.
The stargate apparatus appears, from our results, to provide the only
aperture for drawing DNA into the capsid and into the membrane sac
inside, or for incorporating the membrane sac itself that contains
prepackaged DNA. Thus we can lend no support to the proposal of
Zauberman et al. (2008) that the DNA enters the capsid through an
alternate portal in the center of a triangular face distal to the stargate
assembly. On the other hand, Zauberman, et al. described the portal as
transient, and that it closed up after DNA entry. Thus no vestigial
structure may remain in the mature virion. Rather than being a single
strand that is pumped into the capsid (for the same reasons it is not
“pumped” into the host), however, it seems equally plausible that the
DNA ﬁlled sac may enter the capsid by the reverse of its departure, i.e.
through the stargate.
The mechanical properties of the icosahedral shell deserve some
comment, as they are somewhat unexpected. As noted already, we
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contained no DNA. For particles lacking DNA, it appears that there was
insufﬁcient material to provide internal support to the surrounding
icosahedral shell. This is evident when intact particles are dried on the
AFM substrate, as in Fig. 11a, or capsids are similarly dried as in Fig.
11b and c. In both cases the particles collapse and the walls of the
particles fold upon themselves and form cusp shaped forms.
It is noteworthy that the icosahedral shell does not break or shatter
or even crack. It is neither rigid nor brittle, but folds upon itself like a
heavy blanket. The icosahedral surface more closely resembles a
continuous cloth or textile than an assembly of plates. Thus the
individual protein units that compose it, the MCP, must be able to
assume a very broad range of conformations or form very ﬂexible
interactions with neighbors as the wrinkles and folds are formed over
the surface. It is challenging to reconcile such a textured surface
structurewith theprominent edges, faces, and vertexes of thepolygonal
shell observed by both electron microscopy, and here by AFM.
It seems quite clear from the AFM images that a capsid assembly
pathway by which pre-constructed triangular plates are soldered
together at the edges can be eliminated. The capsid is woven as a
continuous mesh. The question that remains, however, is what shapes
the capsid into its characteristic icosahedral form when it is fully
inﬂated and completely hydrated.
One of the most intriguing observations from our study was of the
many very long, ﬂexible ﬁbers, ribbons of ﬁbers, and ﬁber coils that
frequented our AFM images following virus disruption. Lacking other
information regarding the ﬁbers, we cannot be certain that they are
products of the mimivirus and not material carried over from the host
cell during puriﬁcation. Neither Zauberman et al. (2008) nor Xiao et al.
(2009) reported their presence from similar preparations usingFig. 11. When mimivirus particles are dried on the AFM substrate, most of the virions
collapse like deﬂated balls, as seen in (a). In (b) amimivirus capsid obtained by removal
of the surface ﬁbers has collapsed as a consequence of drying, assuming a “cup” shape.
The icosahedral network of the protein capsid, however, appears intact. This is more
evident in (c) which is an image at higher magniﬁcation of the surface forming the
bottom of the “cup” in (b). In (d) is a large area of a more or less ﬂattened, empty,
mimivirus capsid. The protein lattice is still intact and clearly deﬁned, the sheet is
virtually undamaged, but the icosahedral properties of the capsid, the vertices, faces,
and edges, have become indistinct.electron microscopy. There is reason to believe that they did originate
from the virus and that they were enclosed in the space between the
DNA containing membrane sac and the inside of the capsid. Xiao et al.
(2009) note that the DNA containing sac is accurately alignedwith the
icosahedral capsid, and would thus need support to maintain the
icosahedral shape and centrally placed position within the virion. This
might be achieved by the ﬁbers.
The 1-nm diameter ﬁbers have a striking 7-nm periodicity that is
emphasized when the ﬁbers align in register to produce banded
ribbons. To our knowledge, there are no polysaccharide or nucleic acid
molecules that display such a long repeat, so we assume they must be
proteinacious. The small diameter of 1 nm or less, along with their
mechanical properties, suggests that the ﬁbers are unlikely to be
composed of successive protein subunits joined by non-covalent
interactions. Their characteristics appear more consistent with
extended protein polymers such as, for example, keratin.
An attractive possibility that we cannot discount is that the long
7-nm period ﬁbers might be precursors of the surface ﬁber shafts.
Indeed, the diameters of the two are quite close, but not identical. In
addition, there is no convincing pattern of light and dark bands on the
surface ﬁber shafts. On the other hand, the surface ﬁber shafts are
heavily glycosylated and this might change their apparent diameter
as well as obscure an underlying periodicity if it was present.
Another curious observation contained in the AFM images is that
single strands of the 7-nm periodic ﬁbers are occasionally associated
with toroidal complexes, which we feel are likely to be processive
enzyme complexes of some sort (Breyer and Matthews, 2001). The
toroids have a break, or cut in their circumference that would permit
them to slip around a ﬁber and then move along it. The ﬁbers were
seen to pass through the hole in the centers of the toroids. The images
apparently captured the toroidal complexes, which are composed of a
number of protein subunits of varying sizes, in the act of modifying
the ﬁbers.
Mimivirus may be an extraordinarily complex and advanced virus,
or a sadly degenerate cell, but these structural studies indicate, as did
others before, that it shares the properties of both. Thus its origin
remains a puzzle. It seems certain, in any case, that more layers of
complexity will emerge with further studies of the mimivirus
architecture and life cycle that will clarify its co-evolution in
conjunction with its hosts, or its separate evolution from an earlier,
more primitive pre-biological molecular assembly. The structural
model presented here serves only as a starting point to be further
shaped and detailed by future studies.
Materials and methods
Virus propagation and puriﬁcation
Acanthamoeba polyphaga were grown to conﬂuence, infected
with Mimivirus and incubated at 32 °C. Upon completion of infection,
the culture was ﬁltered through a 0.8 micron ﬁlter to remove amoeba
debris. The ﬁltrate was then centrifuged at 10,000g for 10 min. The
mimivirus pellet was washed with PBS buffer twice and resuspended
in PBS buffer.
Digestion of virus
Mimivirus ﬁberswere digested by sequential application of lysozyme
and bromelain. Following collection by centrifugation at 1000g for
30 min, each volume of pelleted virus was incubated with four volumes
of 10 mg/ml lysozyme in TES buffer (0.05 M N-[Tris(hydroxymethyl)
methyl]-2-aminoethanesulfonic acid, pH 7.5, 0.01% NaN3) at room
temperature at least 1 day. The sampleswerewashed twicewith TES and
digestedwith ﬁve volumes of 14 mg/ml bromelain from pineapple stem
(Sigma) in TES buffer (0.035 M TES, pH 7.5, 0.3 M KCl, 0.02 M DTT), at
room temperature, for at least 1 day. Virus particles that were treated
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exposed to 1 mg/ml solutions of proteinase K and 1% SDS at 37 °C for
30 min to 2 h, washed with distilled water, and then imaged by AFM.
AFM analysis
For experiments where the virus was treated in vitro and then
visualized by AFM, samples of virus, or virions treated with speciﬁc
reagents were spread on poly-L-lysine coated slips of cleaved mica
and ﬁxed by in situ exposure for 15 min to 5% glutaraldehyde. The
substrates were then either dried in air and imaged, or washed two to
three times with water before analysis. For AFM imaging in air the
sample was dried in a stream of nitrogen gas before imaging.
Fixation with glutaraldehyde has been shown in previous studies
not, to the resolution of the AFM technique, to perturb the surface
structure of viral particles, and poly-L-lysine insures adherence of
virus particles and their components to the substrate (Kuznetsov et
al., 2002; 2005a; 2004; 2001; 2003).
AFM analysis was carried out using a Nanoscope III multimode
instrument (Veeco Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA). Imaging proce-
dures were fundamentally the same as described for previous
investigations of viruses (Kuznetsov et al., 2002; 2001; 2003); and
RNA (Kuznetsov et al., 2005b; Kuznetsov and McPherson, 2006).
Hydrated samples were scanned at 26 °C using oxide-sharpened
silicon nitride tips in a 75-μl ﬂuid cell containing buffer. For scanning in
air, silicon tips were employed. The images were collected in tapping
mode (Hansma and Hoh, 1994; Hansma and Pietrasanta, 1998) with
an oscillation frequency of 9.2 kHz in ﬂuid and 300 kH in air, with a
scan frequency of 1 Hz.
In the AFM images presented here, height above substrate is
indicated by increasingly lighter color. Thus points very close to the
substrate are dark and those well above the substrate white. Because
lateral distances are distorted due to an AFM image being the
convolution of the cantilever tip shape with the surface features
scanned, quantitative measures of size were based either on heights
above the substrate, or on center to center distances onparticle surfaces.
The AFM instrument was calibrated to the small lateral distances by
imaging the 111 faceof a thaumatin protein crystal andusing theknown
lattice spacing (Ko et al., 1994; Kuznetsov et al., 1999) as standard.
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